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Abstract Bulk and quantum well laser diodes with a large

equivalent spot size of da/Ca & 3 lm and stripe width/cavity

length of 30 lm/3 mm were realized and tested. They

achieved a pulse energy and pulse length of the order of*1 nJ

and*100 ps, respectively, with a peak pulse current of 6–8 A

and a current pulse width of 1 ns. The 2D characteristics of the

optical output power versus wavelength and time were also

analyzed with a monochromator/streak camera set-up. The

far-field characteristics were studied with respect to the time-

homogeneity and energy distribution. The feasibility of a laser

diode with a large equivalent spot size in single photon

detection based laser ranging was demonstrated to a non-co-

operative target at a distance of a few tens of meters.
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1 Introduction

Recently, it has been shown that the single photon detec-

tion (single photon avalanche detector, SPAD) mode pre-

sents a very interesting option for the receiver of a pulsed

time-of-flight (TOF) laser radar [1–4]. The main advan-

tages of the single photon detection compared to linear

detection (e.g. based on avalanche photo detection, APD)

are the sensitivity and the possibility of realizing the SPAD

or even an array of SPADs on a standard CMOS integrated

circuit (IC) technology. The sensitivity is strongly wave-

length dependent and limited by the photon detection

probability (PDP). The PDP is typically 5–2 % in the

wavelength range of 800–900 nm meaning that approxi-

mately 50 photons per pulse are needed for a valid detec-

tion. This is about an order of magnitude less than what is

needed in a typical linear receiver [4]. In addition, no

separate analogue amplifier channel is needed which sim-

plifies the receiver considerably. A SPAD is essentially a

reverse biased p-n junction with a bias voltage higher than

the breakdown voltage of the junction. The detected photon

introduces a fast voltage change over the junction with a

magnitude of approximately Vbias - Vbr. Thus, a digital

level signal is immediately achieved with a proper bias.

The noise of the detector is being produced by the random

detections of thermally generated charge-carriers within

the depleted region of the diode, and also by the photons

due to the background radiation (from the Sun) falling into

the field of view of the receiver. It is important also to note

that the timing jitter of a CMOS based SPAD is quite low,

typically only of about 50–100 ps (FWHM) [5, 6].

The possibility of realizing a sensitive and low jitter SPAD

detector or a SPAD array in a standard CMOS technology

does not only simplify the radar construction, but makes it

possible to suggest completely new laser radar configurations.

For example, realizing a miniaturized solid-state scanner

based on the pulsed time-of-flight approach and the appealing

concept of focal plane scanning becomes possible. From the

miniaturization point of view, this approach would benefit

from the availability of semiconductor laser source producing
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highly energetic and short pulses with a characteristic pulse

length on the scale of the jitter of the SPAD (*100 ps).

Radiometric calculations show that a pulse energy of*1 nJ is

needed for non-cooperative targets within a range of tens of

meters from the emitter/receiver, with the size of optics of

*5 cm2 [4].

The achievable single shot precision of such a laser

radar working in the single photon detection mode is set by

the optical pulse width and the single photon detector

response jitter. With a pulse width of 100 ps, a single shot

distance measurement precision of the order of a few

centimeters is available (67 ps is equivalent to 1 cm).

Thus, such a configuration brings forth a prospect of con-

structing a very compact, high speed and accurate TOF-

laser radar and possibly also solid-state 2D and 3D

imagers.

In the earlier work, it was shown that highly intensive and

fast optical pulses can be produced with semiconductor

lasers utilizing a large equivalent spot size, or the ratio (da/

Ca) of the active layer thickness da to the confinement factor

Ca [7–10]. Rate equation based simulations showed that the

use of a large equivalent spot size of[2 lm in the laser diode

construction results in enhanced gain switching and single

(after pulse-free) optical pulses with an energy in the range of

a few nanojoules and a duration around 100 ps as is shown in

details in the later sections of this paper. Moreover, a driving

pulse with a peak current of \10 A and a pulse width of

*1 ns only is needed; such pulse parameters are readily

available with MOS-switch based pulsing electronics [12].

As a result, not only the SPAD based receiver, but also the

semiconductor laser diode based transmitter can be minia-

turized, which is highly desirable in the anticipated 3-D

measuring applications.

The goal of this paper is to present and compare mea-

sured results from bulk and quantum well laser diodes

utilizing the ‘‘enhanced gain switching’’ principle and

aiming at the above mentioned performance parameters.

The comparison is carried out with regard to the parame-

ters, e.g. the temperature characteristics, which are relevant

especially for the laser radar system level design. Section 2

discusses briefly the laser designs studied, and the mea-

sured results are given in Sect. 3. Some system level results

are given in Sect. 4, and finally conclusions are made in

Sect. 5.

2 Laser structures

All lasers used in this work were of the asymmetric

waveguide type investigated in our earlier work [7, 8, 10]

with the refractive index contrast between the optical

confinement layer (OCL) and the p-cladding substantially

stronger than that between the OCL and the n-cladding,

and the active layer position shifted strongly from the

centre of the OCL towards the p-cladding. With most of the

transverse mode power localized within the OCL, the lasers

were of the broad asymmetric as opposed to Narrow

Asymmetric waveguide type [13]. As shown previously [7,

8, 13], lasers of this type combine the large effective spot

size crucial for enhanced gain-switching, built-in single

transverse mode operation, low internal losses maintained

at high currents, good injection efficiency, and good fab-

rication tolerance. Two types of laser structures were

investigated, with either quantum well (QW) or bulk active

layers. The QW lasers were very similar to those used in

[11]. They had an active layer in the form of five thin

(4 nm thick each) GaAs/ AlxGa1-xAs (x & 0.3) QWs

corresponding to a total da = 20 nm; the operating

wavelength of these lasers was 808 nm. The value da/

Ca & 3 lm was achieved by shifting the active layer

towards the p-cladding beyond the position of peak modal

intensity. The injection efficiency of the QW lasers was

measured as &0.75, and the internal loss, as &1.5 cm-1.

The bulk lasers had a waveguide structure similar to that of

QW lasers and the same da/Ca & 3 lm, but with a broader

waveguide layer and a GaAs active layer 80 nm thick; the

operating wavelength was &870 nm.

3 Experimental

The time domain measurements were performed to deter-

mine the relation between the drive current pulse and the

optical output pulse for the bulk and quantum well semi-

conductor laser designs, and specifically to determine their

relative positions in the time domain.

The laser diodes’ drive current pulse was determined by

measuring the voltage drop across a damping resistor in

series with the laser diode. Optical pulse power was

determined by combining the results of laser pulse time

domain measurements and laser pulse train average power

measurements. In the time domain measurement, the

optical energy was collected with a lens pair and guided,

via graded index optical fiber, to the input of a 24 GHz OE

converter, whereas pulse train average power was mea-

sured with a calibrated photodiode detector.

Shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are the time domain measure-

ment results of bulk and quantum well laser designs,

respectively. Figures display separate time domain mea-

surement results, note the drive current amplitude

increasing from right to left, on the same frame for a

convenient assessment. Results show driving current pulses

with a amplitudes of an ampere scale and a duration of the

order of 1 ns producing high speed, *100 ps, laser pulses,

with the optical power reaching up to 10 W with a bulk

laser diode, and slightly less with a quantum well LD.
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To determine and compare the temperature dependence

of the output from the 30 lm wide, 3.0 mm long bulk and

quantum well lasers, the time domain measurements were

carried out at three different operation temperatures. The

temperature performance result plots (Figs. 3, 4) show the

laser pulse peak value as a function of the drive current

pulse peak value at the temperatures of 0, 30 and 60 �C.

During the measurements, the laser transmitter temperature

was controlled using a thermal oven. The transmitter

heating up due to laser drive current pulsing is assumed to

be negligible at the relatively low 10 kHz pulsing fre-

quency used in the measurements.

The bulk laser diode’s measurement result in Fig. 3 and

that of a quantum well laser diode in Fig. 4 show the

achievable optical peak power being similar for both laser

diode designs. However, the quantum well laser’s threshold

current is significantly lower (mainly because of the larger

thickness of the bulk active layer). The figures also show

the temperature increase causing more dramatic effect in

optical output power the closer the laser’s driving current

peak value is to the lasing current threshold value. For

instance, in the case of the bulk laser, at the drive current

peak value of 6 A, 60 �C degrees temperature increase

almost switches off the laser, while in the case of the

quantum well laser, the optical output power peak value

decreases by *35 % only. Preliminary calculations show

however that the main reason for this is likely to be simply

the much smaller total active layer thickness da of the

quantum well laser compared to that of the bulk lasers,

rather than the properties of the QW material directly

caused by size quantization. This means that a bulk laser

with a substantially decreased da may potentially offer

temperature stability comparable to that of the QW lasers

with the same da/Ca.

Fig. 1 Time domain measurement results of a 30 lm 3.0 mm (stripe

width and cavity length) bulk laser

Fig. 2 Time domain measurement results of a 30 lm 3.0 mm (stripe

width and cavity length) quantum well laser

Fig. 3 The optical power peak values vs. drive current peak values of

the 30 lm 3.0 mm bulk laser in three different temperatures

Fig. 4 The optical power peak values vs. drive current peak values of

the 30 lm 3.0 mm quantum well laser in three different temperatures

Fig. 5 The strip target spatial sweep over the laser beam at 24.5 m
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The laser beam spatial sweep measurements were per-

formed to define and compare the spatial distribution (in

the slow axis direction/plane) of the laser pulse energy, and

also to measure the spatial homogeneity of the time domain

behavior of emission. The measurement was done using a

laboratory laser radar system, the target being a 2 mm wide

black rubber strip (reflectance *3 %) which was swept

across the focused laser beam with a width of approxi-

mately 28 mm, at a distance of 24.5 m from the laser radar

system. The horizontal transition step of the strip between

successive measuring points was also 2 mm. An illustra-

tion of the strip target spatial sweep setup is shown in the

Fig. 5. At every measurement point, a measuring time of

30 s was used to accumulate a histogram of laser pulse

flight times with a time interval measurement unit.

The measured detection rate of the laser radar system at

both laser designs was *1 % indicating that the detector

operating mode was in the single photon mode. At a

detection rate higher than *10 %, signal distortion begins

to occur due to photon pile-up, since detection is a result of

several photons incident on the detector [14]. Comparing

the results in Figs. 6 and 7, we note that the quantum well

laser diode shows more evenly distributed spatial beam

energy than the bulk laser. The bulk laser diode distribution

shows two energy peaks, the narrower of which one has a

higher energy. Noticeable variation in the time-domain

shapes of the measured hit distributions is also visible in

both of the laser diode designs.

The temperature behavior of the 30 lm wide, 3.0 mm

long quantum well laser diode is thus more appealing from

the practical application point of view, and thus it was

selected for further studies. These included the 2-D

(wavelength versus time) studies of the optical output with

a monochromator/streak set-up. Also, a more accurate

Fig. 6 Time of flight histogram

representation of spatial and

time-domain energy distribution

of the 30 lm 3.0 mm bulk laser

Fig. 7 Time of flight histogram

representation of spatial and

time-domain energy distribution

of the 30 lm 3.0 mm quantum

well laser
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measurement of the time-domain shape of the optical pulse

was expected with the streak camera measurement.

The triggering signal of the streak camera sweep unit

was produced from the laser diode current pulse which has

significantly smaller jitter with respect to the optical pulse

than that measured from the driver input. Using this

approach, a FWHM of the jitter between current pulse and

streak camera sweep triggering pulse was *40 ps.

A 3D plot of the streak camera measurement results is

shown in Fig. 8.

The time and wavelength domain curves given in Figs. 9

and 10 are normalized instantaneous optical pulse power

and the spectrum of the average power integrated from the

streak camera measurement result data shown in Fig. 8. The

spectrum shows a center wavelength of approximately

802 nm and a FWHM of 4 nm, as can be seen in Fig. 10.

A far field distribution measurement was performed to

determine the QW laser diode’s beam divergence and thus

to estimate the size of the required transmitter optics. The

laser diode transmitter was attached on a turn table with

two perpendicular orientations and the emitted average

power was measured with an average optical power meter,

applying a 2 mm entrance slit, 1 m away from the laser

diode. From the results given in Fig. 11, the fast and slow

axis FWHM of 15� and 4�, respectively, can be seen. From

the practical point of view, the small wide axis value of 15�

Fig. 8 The 30 lm 3.0 mm quantum well laser diode’s optical output

power as a function of time and wavelength

Fig. 9 Time domain integration of streak camera measurement result

of the 30 lm 3.0 mm quantum well laser diode

Fig. 10 Wavelength domain integration of streak camera measure-

ment result of the 30 lm 3.0 mm quantum well laser diode

Fig. 11 Fast and slow axis beam divergence of the 30 lm 3.0 mm

quantum well laser diode
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is highly desirable since it keeps the size of the transmitter

optics reasonable while providing a high optical energy

collection efficiency.

4 Laser radar experiments

Some preliminary system level measurements were done to

get an idea of overall performance of the single photon

detection based laser radar. The transmitter consisted of the

30 lm wide, 3.0 mm long quantum well laser diode, and

the receiver used a single *20 lm CMOS SPAD element

with a receiver aperture of 18 mm. The system’s perfor-

mance parameters of interest were the achievable detection

rate and the single shot precision. The target was a black

rubber surface (reflectance *3 %) at a distance of *25 m

from the radar. Transmitted laser pulse counts were 10, 20,

30, 40, 50, 100, 200, 400 and 800 and each pulse count

measurement was repeated ten times. The applied pulsing

frequency was 100 kHz. Measurements were performed in

normal indoor lightning conditions.

Measurement results presented in Fig. 12 show TOF

histograms of the above mentioned pulse counts. The hit

counts in individual measurements were 2, 8, 10, 17, 17,

34, 74, 101 and 182, and thus the detection rate varies

between 20 and 40 %. The cumulative shape of the results

distribution resembles a convolution of the optical pulse

and the SPAD time-domain response which is becoming

increasingly pronounced with increasing pulse counts.

Most of the hits are concentrated around the expected flight

time, corresponding to the distance to the target, and show

also the expected diffusion tail characteristic of CMOS

SPADs [5]. The single shot precision based of the time-of-

flight (TOF) histograms is *20 mm (FWMH).

5 Conclusions

It is shown experimentally that high energy, short

(*100 ps) optical pulses can be produced with semicon-

ductor lasers with a large equivalent spot size, or the ratio

(da/Ca) of the active layer thickness da to the confinement

factor Ca. QW and bulk laser diodes with da/Ca & 3 lm

and stripe width/cavity length of 30 lm/3 mm were real-

ized, and achieved a pulse energy of the order of *1 nJ

and a pulse length of about 100 ps, when pumped by a

current pulse with an amplitude of 6–8 A and a duration of

1 ns. The far-field characteristics were also studied with a

view to establishing the time-homogeneity and energy

distribution. The wide axis value of the far-field distribu-

tion was measured to be 15� for a QW laser diode, which

makes it possible to achieve high optical energy collection

and low divergence with a low F number of the transmitter

optics.

It was also demonstrated that an energy level of *1 nJ

is quite sufficient for radar measurements for distances up

to tens of meters to non-cooperative targets with a receiver

aperture of \20 mm. For example, a black rubber target

with a reflectance of *3 % gave a detection rate of

20–40 % at a distance of 25 m. We conclude that bulk and

quantum well laser diodes utilizing the ‘‘enhanced gain

switching’’ principle based on the large equivalent spot size

are quite promising candidates for the role of a transmitter

Fig. 12 Time of flight histograms with varying number of transmit-

ted total pulse counts
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in single photon detection based laser radar devices and

applications, since they allow considerable miniaturization

in the transmitter part of the laser radar.
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